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Summary: The idea for the project "Return to Origins” was conceived in the frame of the 
activities for training and promotion of geo-mapping matters, as an exercise for the 
continuous search for solutions, and for the understanding of the history of topography. The 
measuring process, developed according to the rules of the satellite technology GNSS, is 
closely connected to some of the most important national historical trigonometrical points, 
such as the master vertex of Italian cartography, the geodetic benchmark ‘Rome Monte 
Mario’ and the trigonometric vertex placed on Mount Soratte. In one day of measurements, 12 
IGM95 vertexes have been detected, where 9 belong to the network defined by geodesy Rome 
1940 and two are cadastral origin of great extent. The project concludes with a survey of 
trigonometric (cadastral) points for tests and inspections. During the calculation of the 
measurements, the survey was framed in the reference system RDN (Rete Dinamica 
Nazionale). 
 
 
Riassunto: Nell’ambito delle attività orientate alla formazione continua e allo sviluppo della 
materia geo-topo-cartografica, come esercizio continuo di ricerca di soluzioni, ma anche di 
comprensione della storia della topografia, nasce l’idea del progetto “Ritorno alle Origini”. Il 
progetto di misura, sviluppato secondo i canoni delle tecnologie satellitari GNSS, interessa 
alcuni dei vertici trigonometrici storici nazionali più importanti, quali il punto nodale della 
cartografia italiana, il vertice geodetico di Roma Monte Mario, assieme al vertice 
trigonometrico posto sul Monte Soratte. In una giornata di sessioni di misura sono stati 
rilevati n. 12 vertici trigonometrici IGM95 di cui n. 9 appartengono alla rete trigonometrica 
nazionale definita con geodesia Roma 1940 e due medesimi sono origine catastale di grande 
estensione. Conclude il lavoro una ricognizione su vertici trigonometrici catastali di dettaglio 
per l’esecuzione di test e verifiche. Nella fase di elaborazione delle misure si è poi inquadrato 
il rilievo svolto nel sistema di riferimento RDN, Rete Dinamica Nazionale. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

The Topography Commission of the Provincial Board of Surveyors and Graduate Surveyors 
of Rome has many projects at his active; one in particular, in collaboration with the 
colleagues of other Latium provinces, consists in the digitalization of the first set of original 
cadastral maps archived at the Agencies of the Territory of the provinces of Latium. The 
project was carried out in accordance with the Memorandum of Understanding between the 
Land Cadastral Agency of Latium Region (Agenzia del Territorio), the Regional Committee 
of Surveyors and Graduate Surveyors and Town Planning Department and the Territory of the 
Latium Region. The acquisition of the original maps in digital form  allowed us the 
electronically consultation, and moreover, the preservation   of the  historical patrimony of the  
Land Cadastre. After the achievement of this objective, the Topography Commission of the 
Provincial College of Rome, assisted by  colleagues of the provinces of Latina and Rieti, had 
the idea to perform a topographic survey with GNSS satellite positioning techniques of the 
first order vertexes of the Italian trigonometric network, established by the Italian Military 
Geographic Institute (IGMI)   in the Latium region.  
The vertexes surveyed, were in many cases part of in other geodetic networks such as the 
IGM95, moreover, two of them were also cadastral main benchmarks as origin of great extent 
in the Cassini–Soldner projection. The idea was then to perform a survey with the current 
state-of the-art satellite technology, supported by the data of permanent GNSS stations and 
the pre-existing well-known trigonometric benchmarks used by the technicians during their 
work in  the Latium region. Twelve vertexes have been detected  in the IGM95 network, nine 
of these belonging  to the “Rome 1940” trigonometric network and two  are fully relevant  as  
origin or center of    “great extension” for the Cadastre Cassini-Soldner cartographical 
projection.  
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Table 1 - List of reference benchmark  and their characteristics

 
 
Table 2 - List GNSS permanent stations used in the calculation

 
 
Table 3 - List of permanent GPS stations used in calculating proprietary

 
 
The measurement sessions on the trigonometric vertexes were performed on 8 November 
2011, registering two GNSS sessions of approx. three hours . The set-up of the GPS receivers 
was designed to record observations every 5 seconds with the ° cut-off angle of 15 degrees. 
For all benchmarks placed at ground, the survey has been made “in center” with tribrachs 
equipped with optical plummets on wooden tripods like GST20 Wild,  and equipped with the 
height reader type Leica GZS4.  
For all benchmarks placed on geodetic pillar (Monte Mario, Monte Gennaro, Fiumicino and 
Tusculum) the survey was always performed “in center”, but with the aid, under the 
topographic tribrach, of the classic pillar plate for  forced centering WILD, now produced by 
the German company Goeche-Schwelm (model 14-GPF1). On the field, besides the usual 
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documents (sketches, form of survey details), the proper photographic documentation of 
instrument height measurements was carried out in order to  confirm the readings. Thus, it is 
possible to reconstruct the various stages of the survey in the field and to control the 
numerical correspondences of the instrumental heights. There are no specific comments to be 
made about  the access to the trigonometric benchmarks. As many sites have restricted access, 
all the necessary clearances were obtained in advance.  

Table 4 - Table of the description of the access to top trigonometric
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Fig. 1,2  Benchmark  “ Monte Mario “(Nodal Point of the Italian datum Roma 1940 ) 

   
Fig 3,4  Benchmark “ Monte Gennaro already named Monte Zappi” 

     
Fig. 5,6   Benchmark “Fiumicino” 
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Fig. 7                                                                                                                          Fig.8 
Benchmark “Monte Autore”                       Detail of the old style IGMI benchmark plate 

                

Fig. 9  Benchmark  “Monte Petano”                   Fig. 10  Benchmark   “Monte Petrella” 
 
 
As a conclusion of the introduction, Fig. 11 shows the layout of the geodetic network of the 
project as extended to the vertexes of the permanent GNSS stations available; most of them 
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belong to the RDN/ETRF2000.

 
Fig. 11  “Back to the Origin”  geodetic network layout 
 
From the GNSS station, raw measurements with  30s rate have been downloaded for a time 
span of more than one week . It is also expected to lead to four of the main Benchmarks that 
are  cadastral origins of great extension, like the top of Mount Pennino and Mount  Ocre in 
Umbria and Abruzzi in order to provide a redundant number of benchmark in the datum 
Bessel  1841 ( that is still the Datum associated with the catastral cartography in the Latium 
region. A further continuation, where  implementable, will be done on other two  large 
extension vertex like Torre del Mangia in Siena and the benchmark Valley Palombo. 
In this way the Latium region will be completely contained in the polygon build on the 
cadastral origin of great extent as indicated.  
 
1. Current status of the work of the geodetic network calculation. 
 
Actually, as work have started only recently, the geodetic network is not calculated for the 
whole extension as designed and described in fig.8. However, it is possible to show a part of 
the network which includes the vertexes of the fundamental geodetic network Italian 
(Geodesy Rome 1940) and many GNSS stations boundary for almost all belonging to the 
National Network Dynamics RDN 
Follow the partial network included in a minimally constrained adjustment process with a one 
fixed vertex (The station M0SE). 
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 �    10 Km    �      Fig. 12  The geodetic network of “Back to the Origin” project 
                                               (At the actual stage of calculation process). 
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Fig. 13    Project information and preliminary adjustment process information 
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Fig. 14  Minimally constrained adjustment process report 
 

 

The test run for the closure of the polygons shows an error of closure variable from 0.1 to 0.8 
ppm. Are listed below two tables, one of the results relative to the largest polygon and the 
summary diagram . 

Fig. 15     Loop closure of the polygon n.5   (Length 123 km  Closing  error 0.1 ppm ) 
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Table n.5 Loop closure test summary

 
In order to get a direct evaluation of the network and before the constrained adjustment 
process will be executed, it is possible, in a direct way , compare the coordinates of two 
permanent stations (vertexes UNOR, UNTR) as derived from the process in fig.22 (minimally 
constrained adjustment) versus the coordinates  derived from existing publications, see the 
IGMI  website  at page www \ igmi.org \ rdn or details at Table 8 and 9 
 
Table n. 6 Coordinates of the two CORS stations  UNOR e UNTR  
 
From the (preliminary) minimally constrained adjustment report  

 
(UNOV Sd.0.0008, 0.0006,0.0043) 
(UNTR Sd 0.0009,0.0007,0.0046) 
 
Table n. 7 – Cartesian Co-ords for UNOV ( Min Constr adj report) 
 

 
 
At the next table are the corresponding coordinates of the final adjustment stage made by 
IGMI for RDN \ ETFR2000 Italian geodetic network . 

Table n. 8– Table of co-ords for UNOR  
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   from www \ igmi.org \ rdn 
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Table n. 9 – Table of co-ords for UNTR 
 

   from www \ igmi.org \ rdn 
 

We do not proceed beyond the  comparison, as this is only useful for a first evaluation of the 
validity of the calculation portion of the network (at present) . The final calculation report will 
be completed as soon as  possible (ongoing). 
 
3.  “Back to the Origin” project evaluation over a set of local trigonometric points 
in the Latium region 
 
In parallel to the calculation of the geodetic network, a few colleagues in the Topography 
Commission have carried out a reconnaissance for the acquisition of GPS measurements of 
trigonometric landmarks, relevant for cadastral purposes. At present 5 vertexes of different 
importance have been surveyed. 
 
Table 10.  Summary of the reconnaissance 

 
 

   
Fig. 16                 Fig. 17      
 Benchmark Monte Folliettoso 
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(visible only the pile of rocks in this figure, as the benchmark is hidden underneath) 
This vertex, located in a remote valley has been found in its original conditions and is very 
well preserved. (See the triangle incision on the rock, below the drawing tool) 

 
 
Fig. 18  Cadastral monograph 
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Fig. 19 
Survey in action over the benchmark “Monte Folliettoso”  located in  Rocca Giovane 
municipality,  this vertex is a cadastral origin of a minor extension. 
 

   
Fig. 20                                                                                       Fig. 21       
Benchmark “Bersaglio”    Benchmark  “Valle Spadana” 
Municipality of Arsoli-Oricola Municipality of  Fiano Romano 
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Fig. 22 Benchmark “La Rocchetta”  Municipality  of  Fiano Romano 
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Fig. 23 Benchmark “La Rocchetta”  Municipality of Fiano Romano 
Detail of the “old style” benchmark 

 
Before the final calculation of the project network, a preliminary test has been carried out 
over the geodetic element that is the core  of the net in term of position and  historical 
importance.  About this triangle, the west side is made by  two benchmarks that define the 
Italian geodic network with geodesy Roma 1940; the third vertex (on the east side) is the first 
order pillar “Mount Gennaro”. For  the first  two vertex mentioned, one at south is the origin 
“Roma Monte Mario”, and the other point at north is the vertex Mount Soratte , where was 
defined the main azimuth of the Italian geodetic network  
 

 
 
Fig. 24  Main geodetic triangle made by following benchmarks: 
Rome Mount Mario (S), Mount Soratte (N), Mount Gennaro (E). 
Fig. 25 The details of the 3D transformation with seven parameters and the center of rotation  
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Fig. 26  Geodetic triangle and calculation of the vertexes of detail 
(temporary calculation in WGS84-Etrf89 made before the final stage in ETRF2000 “ in 
itinere”) 
 

 
 

The “Master Gagliardi” CORS private station ( at south in fig. n. 26) has been introduced in 
the network ETRF89_WGS84 with a previous work that was related to 8 vertexes IGM95 and 
the master station ROME ( Italpos), executed with closed and redundant schemes.  In the 
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picture fig.34 it appears as a stand-alone vertex, but refers to the same terrestrial frame Etrf89-
Wgs84. 
 
Hereafter is the summary : 

 

 
Fig. 27  Summary of cadastral coordinates derived from GPS processing of  the preliminary 
work in fig.34 named GEOROMA.  

The  previous summary also shows the transformation of the WGS84-ETRF89 coordinates in 
the Cassini-Soldner  projection ( Bessel 1841) obtained with the software CartLab3 and a grid 
file of the *. Gr1 series that can be assumed as  official procedure.  

Now the coordinates placed to the right side, come from the monograph. Last column on the 
right indicate the differences  between the coordinates of Cartlab3 and the corresponding on 
the monograph. 

We omit the measures of the Benchmark in the City of Arsoli, since it appears from the 
results "probably" put back in place (the difference in E / Y is equal to 6.7 m). The 
Benchmark in “Castelnuovo di Porto” municipality is demolished.  
 
In conclusion, although the test is not significant, allows us to highlight that: 

 
— It is still possible in our time to find capital elements of the cadastral network 

such as   “origins of minor extension” that usually are demolished  
— The cadastral trigonometric vertexes of detail level, are less accurate of the origin of 

the local cadastral system 
— Stone pillar benchmark, may exist but can have an altered location from the original 

position, and moreover, can be misleading in boundary disputes work. Other 
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trigonometric vertexes can be very often demolished, this according with their age. 
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4.  Conclusions 
The project "Return to Origins" is based on the use of latest technology for  satellite 
surveying, with the support of GNSS stations that belong to the Italian National Dynamic 
Network (RDN)  \ ETRF2000.  
We felt an obligation, as Professional Surveyors,  at work in our territory, to follow the path 
opened by our predecessors, to whom we think with our utmost respect and profound esteem. 
We will continue in this direction, believing that this project could be a line of faith for further 
development of the profession of surveyor, in all areas of work ,  ties to the past, within an 
historical cartographic evolution review, or even in a modern way, related to engineering 
works. 
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